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RH-Map: Online Map Construction Framework of
Dynamic Object Removal Based on 3D

Region-Wise Hash Map Structure
Zihong Yan , Xiaoyi Wu , Zhuozhu Jian , Graduate Student Member, IEEE, Bin Lan, and Xueqian Wang

Abstract—Mobile robots navigating in outdoor environments
frequently encounter the issue of undesired traces left by dynamic
objects and manifested as obstacles on map, impeding robots from
achieving accurate localization and effective navigation. To tackle
the problem, a novel map construction framework based on 3D
region-wise hash map structure (RH-Map) is proposed, consisting
of front-end scan refresh and back-end removal modules, which
realizes real-time map construction and online dynamic object re-
moval (DOR). First, a two-layer 3D region-wise hash map structure
of map management is employed for effective online DOR. Then,
in scan refresh, region-wise ground plane estimation (R-GPE) is
proposed for incrementally estimating and preserving ground in-
formation, and Scan-to-Map Removal (S2M-R) is proposed to dis-
criminate and remove dynamic objects. Moreover, the lightweight
back-end removal module maintaining keyframes is proposed
for further DOR. As experimentally verified on SemanticKITTI,
our proposed framework yields promising performance on on-
line DOR of map construction compared with state-of-the-art
methods. We also validate the proposed framework in real-world
environments.

Index Terms—Mapping, range sensing, dynamic object removal.

I. INTRODUCTION

C LEAN and reliable maps play an important role in nav-
igation and exploration of mobile robot platforms such

as Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs) and Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAVs) in outdoor environments. And Simultaneously
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Fig. 1. (a) Raw point cloud map. (b) Processing via the Front-end module
only. (c) Further removal of dynamic objects with the Back-end module. Run at
10 Hz on sequence 05 of SemanticKITTI (dynamic objects in red).

Localization and Mapping (SLAM) techniques are usually ap-
plied to provide robust localization and mapping of surround-
ings [1], [2]. However, most SLAM methods assume that en-
vironments are relatively static; therefore, dynamic objects in
the surroundings may leave residual traces on map as shown in
Fig. 1(a), known as ghost trail effect [3]. These usually lead
to confusion in environment representation and sub-optimal
results of path planning. There are SLAM researches aiming
at tackling this assumption by either employing online dynamic
object removal (DOR) [4], [5], [6] or utilizing states of dynamic
objects in optimization [7] to ensure more reliable localization
in dynamic environments. Nevertheless, they focus more on
improving the accuracy of localization rather than providing a
dense and clean map.

In this work, we focus on real-time DOR for online dense
map construction in large-scale environments using 3D LiDAR.
Some researches tackling DOR mission in map construction typ-
ically require long sequences of historical information, submap
or pre-built global map [8], [9], [10], which are unsuitable for
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scenarios with high real-time requirements. Additionally, online
DOR methods rely on short-term neighboring frames of LiDAR
information, which can filter out most of the dynamic objects
in the current scan. However, due to the sparsity and incidence
angle ambiguity characteristics of LiDAR in distant areas, some
dynamic objects may persist and remain on the map indefinitely
while some static points are misclassified, thereby degrading
map quality. We summarize the challenges as follows: 1) the dif-
ficulty in maintaining the timeliness of map construction while
simultaneously filtering out dynamic objects, and 2) the weak
performance of online DOR due to characteristics of LiDAR
data, negatively impacting the quality of the map.

This work proposes a novel online map construction frame-
work of DOR in dynamic environments referred to as RH-Map.
First, we adopt a two-layer hash map structure to manage map
with 3D voxel blocks and minimum resolution voxels, which
leverages the effectiveness of region-wise structure and O(1)
complexity of hash map for online DOR and real-time map
update. Based on the region-wise structure, a two-stage online
mapping framework for constructing static map including front-
end and back-end modules is introduced. The front-end module
estimates ground information for preservation and removes po-
tential dynamic objects on map utilizing the current scan. And
the back-end module maintains a keyframe queue of historical
information to further remove residual dynamic objects effec-
tively as shown in Fig. 1. We summarize the contributions as
follows:

1) We propose RH-Map, an online static map construc-
tion framework that fuses ground segmentation-based
method and 3D region-wise hash map structure. RH-
Map facilitates online DOR and ensures real-time map
update, achieving real-time performance over 10 Hz on
SemanticKITTI.

2) A real-time front-end scan refresh and a lightweight back-
end removal module are proposed. Scan refresh achieves
robust ground estimation and real-time online DOR, and
the back-end module realizes further removal of dynamic
objects to enhance map quality.

3) We validate the proposed method on SemanticKITTI
thoroughly and demonstrate the online performance in
real-world scenes. Our method achieves state-of-the-art
performance in DOR and can apply to robot navigation in
real-world.

II. RELATED WORKS

In this section, we review the related works about DOR of
static map construction, which mainly fall into three categories:
occupancy map-based methods, visibility-based methods, and
segmentation-based methods.

Occupancy map-based methods: Based on the principle of
ray propagation, occupancy map-based methods update the
probability of ray endpoint as occupied and space traveled
by ray as free by using voxel-traversal [11], [12]. However,
voxel-traversal suffers from massive calculations [8], [10], [13]
and severe misclassification caused by incidence angle ambi-
guity [9]. Schauer and Nüchter [12] propose to traverse voxel
grid to find differences in the occupancy between the scans thus
estimating the voxel as dynamic or static, which alleviates the
loss of ground information to some extent. Pagad et al. [3]
performs a combination of object detection and Octomap
with hardware GPU acceleration. Despite the aforementioned

algorithmic and engineering optimizations, occupancy map-
based methods using voxel-traversal are still challenging for
real-time online DOR.

Visibility-based methods: To address the computational com-
plexity of voxel-traversal, visibility-based approaches have been
introduced based on range image disparity between LiDAR
and map to determine and remove dynamic points on map [8].
However, visibility-based still suffers from incidence angle am-
biguity. Kim and Kim [8] propose a visibility-based approach
based on multi-resolution range images to construct static map
offline. And Fu et al. [14] propose an inverse way of projection,
i.e., they back project the map onto each frame and perform
a map-to-frame comparison instead to avoid quantization er-
ror and achieve state-of-the-art performance with terrain mod-
eling. Compared to offline methods utilizing long sequences
of information, online DOR paradigm requires real-time per-
formance and can only rely on short sequences of real-time
information, which limits the removal performance [10]. The
sparsity issue also impacts the performance of online DOR.
Therefore, Fan et al. [10] proposed an online DOR framework
integrating submap-based and visibility-based methods and first
proposed front-end and back-end framework utilizing historical
information for further removal. Nonetheless, they only rely on
certain thresholds to restrict the incidence angle, which cannot
effectively preserve the ground.

Segmentation-based methods: We further divide this category
into scan pre-segmentation methods and ground segmentation
methods based on the segmentation stage.

a) Scan pre-segmentation methods primarily rely on frame-
to-frame discrepancies or deep learning techniques to detect
dynamic objects in the current scan. Yoon et al. [13] utilize inter-
frame LiDAR information discrepancies and clustering to detect
and remove dynamic regions. In addition, deep learning methods
have shown great potential in providing semantic information
from pre-trained neural network models and performing filtering
for DOR in recent years [15], [16], [17]. To address the issue
of mis-segmenting static semantic objects in the environment,
for example, parked cars, Sun et al. [18], [19] use LiDAR
semantic segmentation networks based on residual range images
of sequential data to differentiate between dynamic and static
objects in LiDAR scans. However, pre-segmentation methods
do not focus on the establishment of static maps [20], resulting
in incorrectly segmented points being permanently retained on
the static map, and deep learning methods heavily depend on
meticulously annotated datasets.

b) Ground segmentation methods refer to the process of
separating ground information from the LiDAR scans [21], [22],
[23], [24] or maps [9], [14], [25], enabling further dynamic
object detection and tracking, and preserving the integrity of
ground information. Arora et al. [26] integrate offline ground
segmentation into OctoMap to improve the distinction between
moving objects and static road backgrounds. Lim et al. [9]
apply Region-wise Ground Plane Fitting (R-GPF) by conducting
principal component analysis (PCA) iteratively to fit the ground
plane on its region-wise map structure with low computational
load for static map construction, which leverages the advan-
tages of region-wise data structure to estimate plane precisely.
However, they did not take into account the adverse effects of
noise points from LiDAR. And wang et al. [27] propose a hier-
archical vertical height descriptor in local perspective based on
distribution description to better reflect data distribution in each
region. However, both of these partitioning methods represent
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Fig. 2. Overview of RH-Map: the map is constructed based on region-wise map structure as shown in the top right corner. Given the current scan PB and
LiDAR-to-world transformation TW

B estimated from LiDAR odometry, the region-wise ground plane estimation (R-GPE) estimates the ground plane of each
block and updates the properties of map, voxel blocks, and voxels. Meanwhile, Scan-to-Map Removal (S2M-R) detects candidate blocks with dynamic objects
and removes dynamic objects based on the properties. With keyframe selection, the back-end removal module maintains a keyframe queue and further removes
dynamic object residues on the map.

3D information using 2D or 2.5D elevation descriptors, which
leads to a loss of information as reflected in Fig. 5(b).

III. METHODOLOGY

The schematic diagram of RH-Map is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Based on the two-layer hash map structure, RH-Map utilizes 3D
voxel blocks to represent the information of local areas for DOR
and each block stores the state of voxels (minimum resolution)
in the space. And RH-Map consists of two parts: the front-end
scan refresh and the back-end removal modules based on the
proposed data structure.

A. Problem Definition

Different from previous works [8], [9], [12], we focus on
online DOR of map constructed by consecutive LiDAR scans in
urban environments, and long-term mapping, such as the rede-
velopment or restoration of buildings, are beyond the scope of
this work. And we use state-of-the-art LiDAR-based Odometry
or SLAM methods such as [1], [2] to provide SE(3) pose TW

B
between world frame W and LiDAR frame B for real-world
application, and receive real-time scan PB as input.

B. Region-Wise Hash Map Structure

In this section, we employ a two-layer hash map structure
for efficient management as shown in Fig. 2, unlike ERASOR’s
2D egocentric Region-wise Pseudo Occupancy Descriptor (R-
POD) [9], the global map M is divided into voxel blocks, and
each block is further divided into minimum resolution voxel.
In the region-wise map structure (see Fig. 3), the value of
binary mask m and minimum resolution voxel size sv deter-
mines the voxel block size sb = (m+ 1) ∗ sv (e.g. if m =
00000111, sv = 0.1m, then sb = 0.8m). For map construction,
point cloud from scan is first transformed to the world frame
and converted to global index I , then conducted binary oper-
ation with the binary mask m on each dimension to get the

Fig. 3. Structure of 3D region-wise hash map including block and voxel.

corresponding voxel block index Ib and voxel index Iv which
compose a unique index in RH-Map:

I = � 1

sv
[px, py, pz]

T �, Ib = I & ∼m, Iv = I & m, (1)

where [px, py, pz] ∈ R3 are the global coordinates of point
cloud, and obviously, I = Ib‖Iv . After getting the Ib and Iv , we
hash the indexes into the map using a 3D hash function like [28]
and update the occupancy probability. Our method supports
online operation and the hash map structure only updates the
state of the occupied places and is free from a presetting range
of maps like traditional occupancy grid map or octomap [11],
while R-POD [9] can only be applied in an offline manner due
to the irregularity of data organization, and the time consumed
will increase as the global map becomes larger.

For notations, MIb is used to access the voxel block with
index Ib on the map M . And Ob = (Ib(x), Ib(y)) denotes the
2D block index on xy plane. Map M records the max height
Hmax and average height Hg of ground points on each 2D
block index. Each block augments with min-max-mean height
and plane parameters. And each voxel records its occupancy
probability and ground attribute.
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Fig. 4. (a) Illustrates the process of R-GPE, including blocks selection and
adjacent check to exclude noise points for ground fitting based on region-wise
PCA. It can update ground information online (white points), and the final result
is shown at the bottom. (b) Scan PB is first extracted as PB

max, PB
res and PB

3d,
and are transformed to W frame for dynamic blocks detection using 2D and 3D
scan context, and finally combine with the ground estimation to remove dynamic
objects.

C. Scan Refresh Front-End

The front-end scan refresh contains Region-wise Ground
Plane Estimation (R-GPE) and Scan-to-Map Removal (S2M-R).
Our scan refresh performs online DOR in S2M-R and applies
R-GPE to preserve the integrity of the ground based on the
region-wise map structure mentioned in Section III-B.

1) Region-Wise Ground Plane Estimation: Real-time scan
data PB is transformed into world frame PW = TW

B PB and
inserted into our map to update max height in Hmax of map and
max-min-mean height properties of voxel blocks for dynamic
blocks detection in Section III-C2. Candidate ground blocks se-
lection is conducted to determine the range within which ground
plane fitting needs to be performed for acceleration. Moreover,
to avoid the influence of noise points on ground estimation, we
introduce a simple outlier filtering strategy, categorizing a block
as noise if there are no voxels within its adjacent blocks on the xy
plane (8 neighbors) as shown on the left of Fig. 4. This is founded
on the knowledge that ground usually exhibits continuity, while
noise points tend to be isolated. And the candidate ground blocks
set cgbIb is obtained as follows:

cgbIb = {Iib | Iib = Ii & ∼m, Ii ∈ IP
W

,

Ii(z) < Hg(O
i
b) + δ,MN

Ii
b
�= ∅ } (2)

where IP
W

represents the set of global indexes converted from
PW by Formula (1), MN

Ii
b

denotes eight adjacent blocks of MIi
b
,

δ is a preset height threshold according to different scenes, and
Oi

b = (Ii(x), Ii(y)). Note that if Hg(O
i
b) is empty, we give an

estimated initial value through the height of LiDAR.
Then, we perform principal component analysis (PCA) on

each block MIi
b

(Iib ∈ cgbIb). The global indexes of voxels in
MIi

b
with smaller z-values than the mean height are extracted

as initial ground points set II
i
b . Then we employ PCA to fit

the ground plane and update ground plane parameters of each
block MIi

b
with normal vector ni and plane coefficient di =

niIi where Ii denotes the average index of II
i
b . And the global

indexes set groII
i
b of ground points in block MIi

b
is extracted as

Fig. 5. Effect of ROI extraction on sequence 05 of SemanticKITTI. (a) Raw
map. (b) ERASOR [9]. (c) Ours with 2D&3D scan contexts.

follows:

groII
i
b = {Ij | Ij ∈ II

i
b , |niI

j − di| < rgro} (3)

where rgro denotes the distance margin of the plane. Finally,
we update the ground property of voxels with indexes in groII

i
b .

Note that R-GPE will be performed only if new candidate ground
voxel blocks are detected which enhances the efficiency and
noise immunity of ground estimation. The effect of R-GPE is
demonstrated on the bottom left of Fig. 4.

2) Scan-to-Map Removal: The essence of ground
segmentation-based dynamic object removal methods is to
compare the differences in height-related metrics between
the scan and the map while preserving the integrity of the
ground. Generally, information from a single scan is relatively
sparse and information-deprived compared to the map. Existing
methods [9], [27] that use 2D or 2.5D descriptors are simple
and computationally efficient but may sacrifice some of the
3D information. Firstly, they may fail to detect dynamic points
(FNs) such as ghost trail effect of pedestrians under the tree
as shown in Fig. 4. Moreover, with a fixed detection volume
of interest, these methods usually lead to instances of false
positives (FPs, falsely classify static points as dynamic points),
as seen in the gray blocks containing part of the tree in Fig. 4.
More FPs results are illustrated in Fig. 5(b). These situations
frequently occur in points that have a larger range distance than
the points above them (green points in Fig. 4). To solve these
problems, we conduct Regions of Interest (ROI) extraction of
scan PB and introduce 2D and 3D scan context for dynamic
blocks detection to avoid the FPs and FNs mentioned above.

Scan ROI Extraction: First of all, the limited field of view
(FOV) of the LiDAR results in a discrepancy between the obser-
vation of sensor and the map, especially in close proximity to the
sensor, e.g., the upper part of the tree in Fig. 4. The comparison
between scan and map must be constrained within the LiDAR’s
FOV. Therefore, we project PB into range image IB

m×n and
extract the max ring of LiDAR points from PB , denoted as
PB
max, to represent the maximum FOV of LiDAR. Secondly, for

the green points, denoted as PB
3d, it is necessary to compare each

block (green blocks in Fig. 4) under its upper bound with map
separately to determine the presence of objects, instead of using
2D height-related metrics on the corresponding area directly.
The extraction of these points and their upper bounds can be
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obtained through the following formula:

PB
3d = {pk.ub = Zi+t | pk ∈ PB ,

IB(i, j) − IB(i+ t, j) > r} (4)

where IB
m×n denotes the range image of PB , IB(i, j) denotes

corresponding range distance of pk, IB(i+ t, j), t ∈ [0, 1. . .]
denotes corresponding range distance of point above pk by
searching upwards until the difference in range distance exceeds
threshold r, and Zi+t represents the height of the points corre-
sponding to IB(i+ t, j) and is stored in ub as the height limit
for searching potential dynamic blocks.

And the rest points of PB are represented as PB
res (red points

in Fig. 4). Scan PB is then transformed to world frame PW as
well as the upper bound property for the subsequent part of the
algorithm.

Dynamic Blocks Detection and Removal: For PW
max and PW

res,
we introduce 2D region-wise scan context 2dS to detect the
differences between scan and map for dynamic objects detection,
which is defined as follows:

2dSOi
b
= Zmax

Oi
b
, Oi

b ∈ O{PW
max,P

W
res}

b (5)

where O{PW
max,P

W
res}

b represents the set of 2D block indexes
of PW

max and PW
res, Zmax

Oi
b

denotes the maximum height of

{PB
max, P

B
res}on 2D block indexOi

b. Note that OPW
res

b and OPW
max

b
might have an intersection due to the block size. We calculate
the ratio1 between 2dS and the corresponding area of map M
as follows:

ratio
Oi

b
1 =

⎧⎨
⎩

2dS
Oi

b

Hmax(Oi
b)
, Oi

b ∈ OPW
res

b \ OPW
max

b

1, Oi
b ∈ OPW

max

b

(6)

where Hmax(O
i
b) represents the max height of map M at 2D

block index Oi
b. If ratio

Oi
b

1 is less than removal thresholds δ1,
we consider the blocks with 2D block index Oi

b to be dynamic
(red dashed squares in Fig. 4).

For the green blocks in Fig. 4, 2D descriptor cannot distin-
guish whether there are dynamic objects such as the points left by
pedestrians under the tree. Therefore, it is necessary to identify
and compare the blocks between these points to detect dynamic

objects. First, we convert PW
3d to block indexes I

PW
3d

b , and search
upward to reach the minimum upper bound ub of each block

in I
PW

3d
b for the set of potential dynamic blocks I∗b . And then

we introduce 3D scan context 3dS to perform dynamic object
detection within these blocks. We define 3dS as follows:

3dSIi
b
= {Zmax, Zmin}, Iib ∈ I

PW
3d

b ∪ I∗b (7)

where Zmax, Zmin are parameters that denote the maximum,
minimum height within block Iib, respectively. We calculate the
ratio2 between 3dS and the corresponding block of map M as
follows:

ratio
Ii
b

2 =
3dSIi

b
.Zmax −3d SIi

b
.Zmin

MIi
b
.Zmax −MIi

b
.Zmin

, Iib ∈ I
PW

3d
b ∪ I∗b (8)

Obviously, ratio1 and ratio2 are close to 1 if the scan perfectly

matches the global map. If ratio
Oi

b
1 < δ1 and ratio

Ii
b

2 < δ2, we
consider the blocks located at Oi

b and the block MIi
b

to be

Fig. 6. Back-end removal module. (a) Information content of different LiDAR
frames. (b) Front-end module only with progressively accumulateda residues on
the map (red box). (c) Effect after incorporation of the Back-end removal module.

dynamic as shown in Fig. 4. After dynamic object detection,
dynamic blocks are removed excluding ground points extracted
in Section III-C1. The effect of combining the 2D and 3D scan
contexts and the procedure of S2M-R are demonstrated in Figs.
4 and 5(c).

D. Back-End Removal

To obtain higher-quality static maps, historical information
such as multiple submaps [10] is considered for further removal
online, compensating for the insufficiency of information from
short-term scans. Regardless of the methods employed, the
information becomes sparser as the distance from ego center
increases, ultimately resulting in inevitable presence of dynamic
object residue on the map by using short-term scans as shown in
Fig. 6(b). Therefore, it is essential to introduce back-end to reuse
historical information which is first proposed in [10]. However,
the use of sub-maps introduces a significant computational cost.
In this section, we design a lightweight back-end removal mod-
ule that can run at high frequency with the front-end leveraging
historical information to handle residual dynamic objects.

Our back-end removal module maintains a keyframe queue,
from which keyframe information is processed using the S2M-
R algorithm for further DOR when the robot moves a certain
distance away. The selection of keyframe primarily depends on
distance, time interval and the amount of information captured
by the scan. We define information content of a LiDAR frame
as follows:

V (IB
m×n) =

∑n
j=1 max

1≤i≤m
IB
m×n(i, j)

rmax × n
× 100% (9)

where rmax denotes the max range distance of LiDAR. The area
occupied by one scan frame within the blue circle as shown
in Fig. 6(a), represents the amount of information it contains.
The information content at an intersection is often greater than
that on a single-lane road. When the information content of a
frame changes significantly compared to the previous frames, it
is selected as a keyframe to avoid information loss. When the
distance or time interval between current frame and previous
keyframe exceeds given thresholds, it is also selected as a
keyframe. The effect after the application of back-end removal
module is shown in Fig. 6(c).
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Fig. 7. Performance on SemanticKITTI dataset of different voxel block sizes.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Setup

To evaluate the performance of our algorithm, we conduct
comprehensive comparisons against existing open-source meth-
ods on SemanticKITTI [29]. To assess the quality of the static
map that has been retained after removal of dynamic points,
we adopt the preservation rate (PR) and rejection rate (RR) as
evaluation metrics [9]. The evaluation metrics are defined as
follows:

PR = NTN/Nsta (10)

RR = 1−NTP /Ndyn (11)

F1 score = 2PR ·RR/(PR+RR) (12)

whereNsta, Ndyn represent the nums of total static and dynamic
points on the ground truth, and NTN , NTP represent the nums
of preserved static and dynamic points of generated map. F1
score is also computed to reflect the harmonic mean of precision
and recall metrics.

Additionally, we conduct real-world experiments of the pro-
posed RH-Map in campus environments with pedestrians and
vehicles. Moreover, we integrate RH-Map into open-source
navigation system PUTN [30] to demonstrate the effectiveness
for motion planning of mobile robots.

B. Evaluation

1) Impact of Voxel Block Size: Firstly, we investigate the
influence of block size with 0.4 (16-bit m: 22 − 1), 0.8 (16-bit
m: 23 − 1) and 1.6 m (16-bit m: 24 − 1) on online DOR effect
of our RH-Map. As shown in Fig. 7, it can be observed that
increasing block size leads to a decline in PR value, and setting
region size as 0.4 m led to a decline in RR value. We believe
that a smaller block size can lead to inaccurate ground plane
fitting, resulting in poor DOR performance. On the other hand,
increasing the block size does not significantly improve the DOR
performance and actually reduces the retention of static points.
We attribute this to the fact that larger blocks may misclassify
some non-ground static points as dynamic points when removing
points except the ground point. Therefore, we set 0.8 m as the
block size in RH-Map for the balance.

2) Comparison With State-of-The-Art Methods: We conduct
the comparative experiments with Octomap1 [11] (voxel size:
0.1 m), Removert-RM32 [8] (3 remove stages with pre-built

1[Online]. Available: https://octomap.github.io/
2[Online]. Available: https://github.com/irapkaist/removert

TABLE I
COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS ON SEMANTICKITTI

TABLE II
REAL-TIME PERFORMANCE OF RH-MAP ON SEMANTICKITTI

map of voxel size 0.05 m), ERASOR3 [9] (pre-built map of
voxel size 0.1 m) and Ours (voxel size: 0.1 m). Table I presents
quantitative comparisons of the results of DOR and the quality
of static map can be seen in Fig. 8. All the results can be reached
at the open-source repository.

We perform Octomap offline to filter out dynamic objects as
much as possible in this experiment due to its poor real-time
performance. As described in Table I, Octomap achieves the
highest performance in terms of DOR. However, due to the
angle ambiguity of voxel-traversal, vast quantities of static
points are falsely classified as dynamic, resulting in lower PR
values. Removert achieves good results on most sequences, but
it generates a significant number of FPs on sequence 02 with
slopes, resulting in a relatively low PR value. We believe that
it is due to the incidence angle ambiguity of visibility method,
which requires more handling of the incident angles. ERASOR,
belonging to segmentation methods, achieves a low PR value on
certain sequences due to the use of 2D R-POD descriptors with
information loss, leading to some FPs. In contrast, our method
is based on a 3D spatial data structure, which helps to alleviate
this issue. Note that in the 02 sequence on the highway, there are
guardrails in the middle, making it challenging to detect vehicles
traveling in the opposite lane, which may hinder our algorithm
from achieving better performance. Nonetheless, the presence

3[Online]. Available: https://github.com/LimHyungTae/ERASOR

[Online]. ignorespaces Available: ignorespaces https://octomap.github.io/
[Online]. ignorespaces Available: ignorespaces https://github.com/irapkaist/removert
[Online]. ignorespaces Available: ignorespaces https://github.com/LimHyungTae/ERASOR
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the final DOR effect conducted by our proposed method and existing methods on sequence 00 and 05 of SemanticKITTI. Red points are
dynamic points that are not filtered out. And the fewer red points and more white points preserved, the better effect.

Fig. 9. Real-world experiments in different scenes with moving pedestrians and vehicles. The blue curves represent the generated global paths by PUTN.

of dynamic objects in the opposite lane has minimal impact
on robot navigation. As can be observed, our method achieves
comparable performance (ranked first on sequences 00, 02, 05,
07 in F1 score) to that of state-of-the-art approaches (ERASOR,
Removert). In addition, our method is free from pre-built map
and runs online directly.

3) Ablation Study: We also conduct ablation experiments to
test the effectiveness of the back-end removal module, including
RH-Map (front-end) and combined front-end and back-end ap-
proaches RH-Map (Ours). From Table I, it can be observed that
the front-end-only approach achieves the highest F1 score on
sequences 00 and 05. However, in scenes with a higher number
of vehicles or faster-moving vehicles such as 01 and 02, there
is a great amount of residual dynamic objects on the map due
to the reasons mentioned in Section III-D. After introducing the
back-end module, it can be seen that the RR increases, although
it may result in a slight decrease in the PR. Nevertheless,
RH-Map (Ours) consistently maintains higher F1 scores across
all sequences, indicating a higher level of robustness.

4) Algorithm Speed: As our algorithm is designed for real-
time online processing, we measure the average time and fre-
quency of our proposed algorithm on SemanticKITTI with an
Intel(R) Core(TM)i7-12700H CPU only. From Table II, we can
observe that our algorithm achieves average processing frequen-
cies above 10 Hz on each sequence, surpassing the typical data
publishing rates of LiDAR sensors.

C. Real-World Experiments

To assess the effectiveness and practicality of our method,
we conduct real-world experiments in campus environments
with pedestrians and vehicles using Scout2 robot base equipped
with a 32-beams RS-Helios LiDAR and imu. All the calculation
is performed on an Intel(R) Core(TM)i7-12700H CPU which
can reach 30 Hz for online DOR with a resolution of 0.1 m.
Fast-LIO [2] is used to provide SE(3) poses for RH-Map.
Fig. 9 displays three scenes with dynamic objects: the top
images represent the raw map without DOR, where the red
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boxes indicate the presence of ghost trail effect, and the bottom
images demonstrate the online DOR results achieved by our
approach. In addition, we integrate RH-Map with PUTN [30]
as shown in Fig. 9: the blue curves represent the generated
global paths, and the green dots represent local goals. It can be
observed that without DOR on the original map, the navigation
algorithm results in sub-optimal global paths or planning failures
as shown in the top images. After integrating RH-Map, the
robot can navigate successfully and plan effectively in dynamic
environments, which is advantageous for outdoor navigation and
exploration tasks of mobile robots. More details can be available
at. 4

V. CONCLUSION

In this letter, a novel online map construction framework of
DOR in dynamic environments, RH-Map, is proposed. Based
on the region-wise hash map data structure, RH-Map consists
of a real-time front-end module Scan Refresh for ground es-
timation and online DOR, and a lightweight back-end module
for further removal of residual dynamic objects. Comparative
validations on SemanticKITTI and real-world experiments are
conducted to evaluate the proposed method. The experimental
results demonstrate the efficiency of RH-Map in online static
map construction of DOR.
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